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Do socially responsible managers violate their fiduciary responsibilities?

**Yes:** [Don Siegel], Foundation Professor, Arizona State University

Siegel, D. 2009. *Green management matters only if it yields more green: An economic/strategic perspective*. *Academy of Management Perspectives*, p. 5-16


**No:** [Rudy Durand], Joly Family Purposeful Leadership Chair, HEC Paris


**It depends:** [Ed Freeman], Olsson Professor of Business Administration, University of Virginia


Sandberg, J. 2013. *[Re]-Interpreting fiduciary duty to justify socially responsible investment for pension funds?* *Corporate Governance: An International Review*, 21(5): 436-446.


**In Practice:** [Daniel Hurstel], Senior Counsel, Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP, Paris
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